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Hello. This is Me.
Product Owner Hue application



The most connected 
light bulb in the world



Every story has a beginning



Birth of

Every story has a beginning



The internship
September 2011September 2011

The internship





Remotely controlling light with a smart device



Remotely controlling light with a smart device



Remotely controlling light with a smart device



Remotely controlling light with a smart device
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Remote controls Light behaviour Smart devices



Remote light control with a smart device



Prevent a 
technology push

Possessing great technology 

doesn’t mean you have a 

successful product. To prevent 

a technology pushed product, 

extensive market research was 

needed into how users can 

benefit from interacting with 

light on their smart devices.

October2011

We asked ourselves a 
simple question…
March 2012



We can connect light to the 
internet, but why would we?



Proposition development 
Relevant and exiting



Product development 
Consumer in charge  
and super easy



Rich lighting experiences 
Shades of white and  
colors of the rainbow



Go to market 
Consultive selling



Building an  
open ecosystem



Launch
October 2012







Why is loved?



Super easy  
to install



Super easy to control





Create your personal 
ambience



Day to day lighting



Future proof with regular  
feature updates





Geo location 
Welcome home



Peace of mind 
Mimic presence



Out of home 
connection



Timers 
Gentle reminders 
and notifications



IFTT 
If This Then That



Accessories 
Easy control for the 
whole family



takes light beyond illumination



Open SDK



Open SDK



Hundreds of apps 
Created by our 
developer community



Partnerships 
with other cool brands



Partnerships 
with other cool brands



Friends of Hue 
Complement the ecosystem



In the hearts  
and minds of users



A want with 
high engagement
October 2013



In my  
heart and mind



April 2015

Light from the wrist





Motion sensor 
Light that follows you
August 2016



Voice and light 
natural ingredients
October 2016





An expanding family of products





Launch of a new app
April 2016



Meet 
expectations

Design that 
invites



Design that 
invites

Low effort 
high impact



Low effort 
high impact

Speak a 
human language



Speak a 
human language

Don’t let the user 
think of the how



Don’t let the user 
think of the how









A flexible app 
not easy to understand



An app easy to understand  
but not flexible



Crossing the chasm: 
Move to early majority



Prevent a 
technology push

Possessing great technology 

doesn’t mean you have a 

successful product. To prevent 

a technology pushed product, 

extensive market research was 

needed into how users can 

benefit from interacting with 

light on their smart devices.

October2011

We asked ourselves a 
simple question…



We can connect light to the 
internet, but why would we?



The end



Thank


